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SUPPLEMENT

Table VI, calculated proton and neutron pairing enhancements, has
been extended to six additional proposed ENDF/B-V fissionable nuclides:
229Th, 237u, 244Pu, 242Cm, 244Cm, and 249Cm. Notice of the additional
nuclides was received after IJi-6430-MShad gone to press.

Fission barriers for the calculations were taken from Ref. 19 of
LA-6430-MS and A. Gavron, H. C. Britt, E. Konecny, J. Weber, and J. B.
Wilhelmy, “rn/I’ffor Actinide Nuclei using (3He, df) and (3He, tf)
Reactions,” Phys. Rev. C13, 2374 (1976).

TABLE VI (continued)

CALCULATED X AND Y VALUES

En(MeV) XfAX

(L) 229Th+n

0.0

0.5

0 274+0.416
.

-0.274

0 ~70HL222
.

-0.170

1.0 0 ~24+0.152
●

-0.124

2.0

3.0

8.0

14.0

0 080+0.095
.

-0.080

0 059+0.069
.

-0.059

0 026+0.029
.

-0.026

0 015+0.018
.

-0.015

o 053+0.090
●

-0.053

0 033+0.050
.

-0.033

0 024+0.035
.

-0.024

0 015+0.022
●

-0.015

0 011+0.016
.

-0.011

0 005+0.007
.

-0.005

0 003W.004
.

-0.003

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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(M) 237U + n

TABLE VI (continued)

0.0
~ 093+4.493

.
-loo93a

0.5

1.0

0 319+0.519
.

-0.319

0 ~87+0.249
.

-0.187

2.0
0 ~02+0.123

●

-0.102

3.0

8.0

14.0

0 070+0.083
.

-0.070

0 027+0.032
.

-0.027

0 ~16+0.018
.

-0.016

%ay be unrealistically large.

(N)
244PU + *

O.O ---

0.5 ---

1.0
0 498+1.093

.
-0.498

2.0
0 ~55+o.200

.
-0.155

3.0
0 092+0.110

●

-0.092

8.0
0 030+00035

.
-0.030

14*O
o 017+0.019

.
-0.017

En(X + CO)= 0.548 MeV

En(one-half plateau) ~ 0.750 MeV

o 211+0.883
.

-0. 211a

o 062+0.111
.

-0.062

0 036+0.056
.

-0.036

0 020+0.028
.

-0.020

0 014+0.019
.

-0.014

0 005+0.007
.

-0.005

0 003+0.004
●

-0.003

---

---

0 096+0.224
.

-0.096

0 030+0.045
.

-0.030

0 018+0.025
.

-0.018

0 006+0.008
.

-0.006

0 003+0.004
.

-0.003



TABLE VI (continued)

(o)
242

Cm+n

O.O
0 ~86+1.454 o ~13+0.295
.

-0.586a
●

-o.113a

0.5
0 255+0.381 o 049+0.083

●

-0.255
.

-0.049

1.0
0 ~63+o.212 o 031+0.048
.

-0.163
.

-0.031

2.0
0 094+0.114 o 018+0.026

●

-0.094
●

-0.018

3.0
0 067+0.078 o 013+0.018

●

-0.067
.

-0.013

8.0
0 027+0.031
.

-0.027
0 005+0.007

.
-0.005

14.0
0 016+0.018 o 003+0.004

.
-0.016

●

-0.003

(P)
244

Cm+n

O.O

%ay be unrealistically large.

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

8.0

14.0

0 ~50+0.192
.

-0.150

0 ~12+0.138
.

-0.112

0 090+0.108
.

-0.090

0 064+0.076
●

-0.064

0 050+0.058
●

-0.050

0 024-K).027
.

-0.024

0 012+0.014
.

-0.012

0 029+0.043
.

-0.029

0 022+0.032
.

-0.022

0 017+0.025
.

-0.017

0 012+0.018
.

-0.012

0 010+0.014
●

-0.010

0 005+0.006
.

-0.005

0 002+0.003
.

-0.002



(Q)

TABLE VI (continued)

24gCm+n
0.0

0 ~09+o.133
.

-0.109

0.5
0 088+0.105

.
-0.088

1.0
0 074+0.087

●

-0.074

2.0
0 055+0.065

●

-0.055

3.0
0 044+0.052

.
-0.044

8.0
0 022+0.026

●

-0.022

14.0
0 014+0.016

●

-0.014

o 021+0.031
.

-0.021

0 017+0.024
.

-0.017

0 014+0.020
●

-0.014

0 011+0.015
.

-0.011

0 009+0.012
●

-0.009

0 004+0.006
.

-0.004

0 003+00004
.

-0.003
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THE INFLUENCE OF PAIRING ON THE DISTRIBUTIONOF

INDEPENDENTYIELD STRENGTHS IN NEU1’RON-INDUCEDFISSION

by

David G. Madland and Talmsdge R. England
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ABSTRACT

This report is a summary of the current statua of an ongoing investigationof the
influence of the pairing force in the distributionof independentyields. At this time
pairing systemsticshave been obtained for 235U thermal and fast fission yields by a
comparisonof experimentaldata to the normal yield curves predicted by the phenomeno-
logical model. A semiempiricalformaliamhas been developed and teated (in so far as
the available data permits) by which estimetea for the magnitudes of the pairing effects
can be easily incorporatedinto the version of the phenomenologicalmodel to be used
in the BNDF/B-V Fission Product Evaluated Data File. The formalism ia based upon the 235U
thermal and fast fiaaion data analyais and has been extended to other proposed ENDF/B-v
fissionablenuclides. Neutron energy dependencehas been incorporated (in a simple
faahion) in terms of excitationenergies of the compound system and measured fission
barriers. Again, the energy dependencehas been exoreased in a manner which ia easily
assimilatedby the ENDF/B-V yield model.

The initial efforts in this study have been governed by the need to include some
quantitativedescriptionof the pairing effects within the framework of the existing
phenomenologicaltreatment. The resulta reported herein are thus empiricallybased
and it ia to be expected that they will change with the accumulation of more (and bet-
ter) data. Hopefully this work will provide important clues to a more detailed calcu-
lation of the pairing influence as well as other theoreticalwork in progress.

The discussion ia given in two parts. part I summarizes the 235u thermal and faat
fission studies. Part II extends the results to 11 ENDF/B-V fiaaionablenuclidea
for neutron energies ranging from thermal to 14 MeV.

I. PAIRING SYSTEMATIC IN z% THERMAL AND FAST
FISSION INDEPENDENTYIELDS

Several investigatorshave reported experiments

that show an “even-odd Z effect” in the magnitudes

of the independentyields for a given mesa chain

when plotted againat the Gausaien distributionof

the phenomenologicalmodel* for that mass chain.
6-9

This fine structure effect has been obaerved for

several masa chains in both the light and heavy
235

peaks of the mass distributionfor U thermal

fission. Independentyields with even-Z are 20-25%

larger than the Gaussian fit while those with odd-Z

*
The Gauaaian form of the phenomenologicalmodel was
first proposed by Wahl.1 Refinements include work

by England and Schenter,2Rider,3 and Wolfsberg.4
A review on the topic of yield distributionsin
general has been given by Pappas.5

●re 20-25% smaller.
8

Thus, two

per masa chain could perhaps be

separate Gauasiana

used differing only

in their amplitudes (-1.2 for even-Z and --0.8for

odd-Z). In fact, the ENDF/B-IV Fiaeion Product File

has, in effect, used (1 k 0.20) Gaussian amplitudes

for all of the fissionablenuclides included.
3

Recently, fairly exhaustive studies by Amiel

and Feldatein have ahown the existence of even-odd

Z amplitudes of (1 t 0.22) for 233U and 235U themal

fiesion and (1 f 0.08) for 235U fast fission (-1.9

MeV)?“ They also report even-oddN amplitudes of

(1 f 0.08) and (1 f <0.03) for, respectively, the

heavy and light mass peaks in both
233U and 235U

thermal fiaaion. These results are baaed on compar-

isons of data compiled by Wolfsberg,4
8

Amiel, and

othera10 to the phenomenologicalGausaian model fit

by Wahll which uses an empirical relation for the

1



most probable change, Zp, and a widthU = 0.56 t 0.06

(yields from the Gauasian model are henceforth re-

ferred to sa “normal yields”). Essentially these

same data and identicallythe same Gaussian model

hsve been used in the work described here.

It is well known that because of the proton

end neutron pairing interactionsit generally costs

less energy to make even-even nuclei than odd-odd

nuclei, all other factors being fixed. Even-odd

nuclei and odd-even nuclei fsll in between. Apply-

ing this fact to the fission process, without in-

corporatingany explicit detail of the various sad-

dle-to-acissionmodels, readily provides a simple

form to represent the pairing force modulation to

the normal independentyields.

Let X =

Y=

IT=

FIY =

NIY =

NFIY =

Fractional enhancement relative to the
normal yield due to proton pairing.

Fractional enhancement relative to the
normsl yield due to neutron pairing.

Independentyield.

Fractional independentyield.

Normal independentyield.

Normal fractional independentyield.

Then, the basic modulation equations to the normal
yield model are, for each maas chain,

(IY) = Fi (NIY) or

(FIY) = Fi (NFIY) ,

where the Fi are ae follows:

z N
—

‘i—

I (1)

E E F1=[l+(X+Y)]
)

E o F2= [1+(X-Y)]
( (2)

o E F3= [1-(X-Y)]

o 0 F4=[1-(X+Y)] .
\

If the independentyields were measurea of pri-

mary fission fragment distributions (beforeprompt

neutron emission) then one might expect X s Y and

(for example) if X = Y = 0.2 then F1 = 1.40, F2

= F3 = 1.0, and F4 = 0.60. However, the independent

yields are in fact measures of primary fission prod-

uct distributions(after prompt neutron emission but

before 6 decay). Thus, the neutron pairing effect

can not be expected to be as sharp as the proton

pairing because of the effects of folding in the

prompt neutron distribution. We thereforemaintain

X and Y as distinct quantities and claim that four

distinct F factors are required for each mass chain.

A second point to be made is that a calculation

of the pairing influencewould, in principle, deter-

mine X and Y from detailed nuclear structure consid-

erations along the entire fission path up through

the formation of the primary fission products. For

a given fissionablenuclide and a fixed excitation

energy of the compound system, X and Y would be func-

tions of A, Z, N,and excitationenergy (thus, shell

structure) of each primary fission fragmentas well

as functions of A’, Z, N’, and excitationenergy

(shell structure)of each primary fission product.

A plot of the deduced X and Y values against primary

product mass would then preswnably show variations

Indi-tive of the relative influence of the pairing

force per mass channel. Studies to date,3’4’8’9 how-

ever, assume that X is roughly constant (within the

experimentaluncertainties)for a given fissionable

system at a fixed excitationenergy (--constant neu-

tron energy). Accordingly,we assume simply that

(X, Y) can vary with fissionablenuclide, neutron

energy, and (perhaps)light or heavy mass peak of
*

the fission product maaa distribution.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the data

analysis, it ia worthwhile to point out some proper-

ties related to the F factors given in Eq. (2).

These are, Even/Odd Combinations:

F~=~(F1+F2)=l+X

F~=x(F3+F4)=l-X

F~=$(F1+F3)=l+Y

F~=%(F2+F4)=l-Y

Normalization:

%(F1+F2+F3+F4)=1

.

(3)

‘Recent work by H. -G. Clerc and collaboratorsat
Darmstadt and Grenoblellhas provided a measurement
of the variation of X and Y with primary product
mass in the light mass peak, but only for the “most
probable fragmentkinetic energies.” Since the
present work utilizes data measured over all kinetic
energies,we do not at this time include their
results.

.

,
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X and Y values:

X=~(F1+F2-F3-F4)

Y=$(F1+F3-F2-F4) ,

Estimated uncertaintiesin X and Y values:

16.AX= AY=Z

i=l

1(4)

I(5)
In Eq. (3), F: and F: are equivalent to the

“even-odd Z effect” factors previously reported (see

Refs, 3,4,8,9)which lump even-even and even-odd

species together and odd-even and odd-odd species

together, respectively,

A summary of the number of measured independent
235

yielda studied in U thermal and fast fission ap-

pears in Table I. As previously stated the data set

is that used by Amiel and Feldatein8,9

additions.3’*

plus a few

The data analyais has been performed

in two ways.

A. Method of Average Deviationsof the Fractional
IndependentYield from the Normal Fractional
IndependentYield

The first method is to compute average devia-

tions of the fractionalindependentyields (FIY)

from the normal fractional independentyields (NFIY)

for each of the four types of nuclides and for light,

heavy, and totsl componentsof the mass distribution.

This amounts to calculating12 numbers togetherwith
235

uncertaintiesfor both U thermal and 235U fast

fission. A typical calculationof an F value is as
235U

follows [heavymass peak, F1 (even-even),

thermal fission]:

13
1

x{

FIY(E-E) - NFIY(E-E)

‘1 -1== NFIY(E-E)
i=l 1

s

*
Error estimates
were taken from
hame.12

(sum Over heavy mass peak)

for
the

235U fast fission chain yields
review article by J. G. Cuning-

AF1 = t (one standard deviation from the
mean).

In this case the result is F1 = 1 + 0,370 and AF1

= t 0.192. The other three F factors are calculated

in a similar manner and (X, Y) values for the heavy

mass peak are extracted using Eq. (4). Figurea 1 and

2 illustrate the fractionaldeviations (argumentof

the above expression) for
235

U thermal fission lumped

according to the four nuclide types and split into

light and heavy mass peaks. The uncertaintiesrange

from t 2 to 90% of the magnitudes of the individual

points plotted and are not illustrated for purposes

of clarity. While a clear cut (althoughsomewhat

scattered) case exists for the even-odd Z pairing

influence over both mass peaka, the even-odd N pair-

ing effect ia strongly evident only in the heavy maes

peak.

Results of this first method of calculation

for thermal fission of 235
U are tabulated in Table

II (A) and illustrated in Figs. 3 and 5. Figure 3

shows the four values of (Fi - 1) for light mass

peak, heavy mass peak, and total. Although the un-

certaintiesare quite large (-50% of the magnitude

of Fi - 1) tendenciesdo exist for even-Z even-N

yields to be larger than even-Z odd-N yields and odd-

Z odd-N yields to be smaller than odd-Z even-Nyields.

Thus, the data support the basic assumptions con-

tained in Eq. (2), The data for the light masspeak,

however, do not demonstrate the fine differences,

but only the even-odd Z pairing influence. These

results are more clearly shown in Fig. 5 wherein

the extracted X and Y values are plotted (open sym-

bols for present discussion). While the X values

(Z pairing) are in reasonable agreement for the

three mass ranges, there does sppear to be evidence

that proton pairing may be stronger in the heavy

mass peak. The Y valuea (N pairing) indicate sig-

nificant neutron pairing only in the heavy mass peak

and total mass range calculations. Note, however,

that the error bars do overlap for both X and Y over

the three mass ranges calculated. For the total

mass range, X = 0.264 t 0.145 and Y = 0.041 ? 0.145.

The results for 235U fast fission (-1.9 MeV)

are tabulated in Table III (A) and illustratedin

Figs. 6 and 8. Here the data are far more sparse

(see Table 1) and less well determined. In the

light mass peak the data are insufficient to calcu-

late F4 and there is only a single datum for F1

3



(g2Kr, with a large asaigned uncertaintyof t 92%)

which, incidentally,predicts the wrong sign for X.

Thus, 1?factors, and X and Y valuea can only be cal-

culated for the heavy maas peak and the (sparae)

total mass range. Figure 8 indicates that X ‘0.075

+ 0.100 and Y ~ O + 0.025 or about 1/3 to 1/2 of the

thermal fission values. Clearly, more fast fission

independentyield dataareneeded. The present data,

over the whole mass range, give X = 0.078 t 0.077

and Y = -0.004 t 0.077.

B. Method of the Deviation of the Summed Inde-
pendent Yield from the Summed Normal Independ-
ent Yield

The resul.tapresented thus far have utilized a

calculationalapproach which places equal weight on

all data (and data uncertainties)by the use of

deviationsbetween fractional independentyields and

normal fractionalindependentyields. That is,

equal weight has been given to points on the tail

and the peak of the isobaric yield distributionfor

each mass value. The second method of analysis

asmunta to weighting the fractional independentand

normal fractional independentyield by the experi-

mental mass chain yield, for each mass value. In

other words, the deviationbetween the independent

yield (IY) and the normal independentyield (NIT)

is systematicallyinvestigated. The major differ-

ence between this method and that already diacuased

is that the weighting of a given primary fission

product Is proportional to ita frequency of occur-

rence in the fission process. A direct consequence

of this method is that the errors in the computed 1?

factors and extracted X and Y values will be smeller

than the previous method. This is, of course, due

to the experimentalfact that chain yields and in-

dependent yields are generally most well determined

when they are large. A typical calculationof an F

value is as follows [heavymass peak, F. (even-even),
235

U thermal fission]:
J.

13 13

~ IY(E-E)- ~lNIY(E-E)
i=l

13
~ NIY(E-E)

1=1

(sum over heavy mass peak)

/

13

Z [AIY(E-E)]2

v i=l

13

~ NIY(E-E)

i=l

(sumowr heavy mass paak)

In this case the result is F1 = 1 + 0.303 and AF1

= 2 0.042 whereas in the previous method we fo~d

F1 = 0.370 and AF1 = ? 0.192. The other three F

factors are calculated in a similar manner and (X,

values for the heavy mesa peak are extracted using

Eq. (4).

Resulta of this second method of calculation

for thermal fission of 235U are tabulatedin Table

II (B) and illustratedin Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4

ahowa the four values of (Ff - 1) for light masa

.

Y)

peak, heavy mass peak, and total. The uncertainties

are typically-20% of the magnitude of (Fi - l)where-

as they are --2*times larger using the previous meth-
*

od. The conclusionsreached with the previous

method (see Fig. 3 and discussion),however, are more

firmly verified. Namely, the formalismof Eq. (2)

iS cOnaiatentwith the data, proton pairing effects

(X) dominate over neutron pairing effects (Y), pro-

ton pairing effects are somewhat stronger (-10-15%)

in the heavy masa peak compared to the light mass

peak, and neutron pairing effects are much stronger

in the heavy mass peak. The extracted X and Y values

are plotted in Fig. 5 (closed symbolg). For the to-

tal mass range, X = 0.228 t 0.034 and Y = 0.044

? 0.034 to be comparedwith 0.264 ? 0.145 and 0.041

t 0.145, respectively,by the previous method.

The results for 235
U faat fission are tabulated

in Table 111 (B) and illustratedin Figs. 7 and 8.

Again, the fast fission analyaia suffers from both

data quantity and data quality. In contrast to the

first method of calculation [Fig. 6 and Table 111

(A)] however, this method indicatesa small positive,

*
Uncertaintiesin Fi for the first method of calcu-
lation (average deviation of the FIY from the NFIY)
were equated to i’(one standard deviation from the
mean), i.e., square root of the variance. Uncer-
tainties for Fi in the second method of calculation
(deviationof sumned IY from summed NIY) were ob-
tained by combining in quadrature the error assign-
ments for the IYs in the sum.

,

.
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neutron pairing enhancement. For the total mass

range, X = 0.078 ? 0.063 and Y = 0.015 t 0.063 where

ss previously,X = 0.078 t 0.077 and Y = - 0.004

t 0.077.

c. Conclusionsand Recommendationsfor
235U

By inspection of Tables II and III and Figs. 5

and 8 It is evident that both methods of analyaie

give the same reeults, within the estimated uncer-

tainties, for the extracted (X, Y) relative pairing

enhancementts. This implies (althoughsomewhat weak-

ly) that the pairing effects are of equal strength

throughoutthe isobaric yield distribution,for any

given mass. On the other hand, systematicdiffer-

ences appear to exist between light and heavy maas

peak resulta, namely, proton pairing effects are

slightly stronger in the heavy mass peak and neutron

pairing effects are much weaker in the light mass

peak. Because there is (a) no obvious reason to ex-

pect the neutron pairing effect to be selective ac-
*

cording to light or heavy mass region and (b) be-

cause the proton pairing effect ia almoat equal (to

within -15%) in both mass regions, it is reasonable

to adopt (X, Y) sets deduced from the entire mesa

range, that ia, the last column in Tables II and

111, It is obvious that the eecond method of anal-

ysis (deviation of eummed independentyield from

summed normal independentyield) gives the most

precise results because the largeat yields, with

generally the smalleat uncertainties,are given the

most weight. Thws, it is rsconmended that (X, Y)

sets be uaad from the Lzat column of Table II (B)

md Tabk III (B).

In closing this section we note that F: and

F: values [Eq. (3)] have been separately calculated

from the data and tabulated in Tablea 11 and 111

for comparison. Their averaged difference,~Fz~ - 1,

is the quantity which has moat often been quoted in

the literatureas a meaaure of the pairing influ-

ence (see Refs. 3,4,8,9).

11. EXTENSION TO OTHSR FISSIONABLENUCLLDES

In this section proton and neutron pairing ef-

fects are estimated for 11 fissionablenuclides

as a function of incident neutron energy. Aa in

Sec. I theee effects are representedby fractional

quantities,X (proton pairing) and Y (neutron pair-

ing), which modulate the unit amplitude of the normal

(Gaussian)yield model.

A. Development of SemiempiricalRelationship to
Estimate Pairing Effects in IndependentYield
Strengths

The firat step in deciding possible alternatives

for the calculationalapproach is to survey exiatlng

data evaluationswhich have led to a measure of the

pairing influence. A summary of several pertinent

studies ie contained in Table IV. The following

observationscan be made from the table.

1. Comparable sets of X and Y values from dif-

ferent eources are fn agreement, that is, the tabu-

lated dataare reasonably conaiatentwithin thequoted

uncertainties,

2. Both X and Y decreaae rapidly with increae-
*

ing excitation energy of the compound system.

3. In the four reported cases of (X, Y) pairs

(three at thermal energy and one at fast energy) the

ratio Y/X is constant within the quoted uncertain-

ties.

4.
239PU 241PU)

For thermal fission, X( ,
< ~(233U 235U)

s .

5. The X value for fast fiaaion of
23$h

factor -4 larger than any other tabulated fast

aion X value.

is a

fis-

It seems clear that the decreaelngmagnitude

of the pairing effect ie etrongly correlatedwith

the increasing excitation energy of the compound

system, and Indeed, similar behavior occurs in re-

alistic single-particlecalculationsof level den-
16

sities and fission probabilities. For a given

excitation energy, however, the compound system can

generally decay by several different channela (neu-

tron emission, alpha decay, or fission, for example)

.

.

*
In fact, a neutron pairing enhancementhas been
obeerved in the light masa peak for 235u thermal
fission when the measurementsare confined to fis-
sion products of the mst probable energy. This
observationhas been made by the Darmatadt-Grenoble
collaboration.ll

*
This statement ia reinforcedby the fact that Neth-
away15 in an analysis of combined 14-MeV data from
several even-Z actinides found FE - 1 = - 0.02
t 0.03 and F~ - 1 = - 0.04 t 0.08.



each having the same initial condition of theenergy.

To distinguishchannelswe note that in this work the

fission channel is already presumed open. Hew%, the

pertinent .exo-itationenergy ie really the availuble

exoitutiim energy uith ~espect to the fission bar-

En =

‘a’% -

Excitation energy of the compound
system due to absorption of a zero-
energy neutron,

Incident neutron energy, and

Inner, outer fission barrier heights
in the double-humpedbarrier model.17

Then, the available excitation energyt with respect

to either the inner barrier (Ca) or the outer bar-

rier (Eb) is just

E _ (E*+En) -Ea,b .
a,b (6)

Values of E*, <Ea>, and<%> are listed in Table V

for 13 fissionablenuclei.to be included in ENDF/B

-v. The E* values were calculated from experimental
18masses tabulatedby Wapstra and the barrier heights

are averages of experimentalvalues determinedby

Britt et al.l’

Assuming the existence of a correlationbe-

tween excitationenergy, E
a~b’

and the pairing ef-

fect, X, it remains (a) to determinewhether the use

of the inner barrier or the outer barrier is more

appropriate for our purpose, (b) to determine a SUi-

table functional relationshipbetween Ea b and X,
9

and (c) having determined X to then determine Y.

Guidelines in accomplishingthe above will be the

previouslymentioned observationsfrom the data of

Table IV together with the data of Table V.

We assume that the relationshipbetween &
a,b

and X can be approximatedby expressionswhich are

either linear (E
a,b

= - alX + a2), exponential[E
a,b

-a .j‘~ (- a4x) ‘r ‘a,b = a5 ‘Xp (- a6 ‘i)], ‘r

hyperbolic (c + a7 = a8/X). Features cosznonto
a,b

the four forms are that there are two adjustable

parameters In each and that as Ea b increases,X

decreases. The distinguishingfe;ture between them

is the rate at which X decreases.

The decision as to which barrier should be used

in Eq. (6) can be made by invoking observation (4)

t
Neglecting the recoil energy correctionwhich is
typically-100 keV for 14 MeV neutrons on uranium.

6

as a constraint (see above discussionon Table IV):
239PU 241for thermal fission, X( , Pu) <x(233U,235U).

If the inner barrier, Ea, is used in Eq. (6) and

values of X(235U thermal)= 0.22 and X(235U fast,

1.9 MeV) = 0.08 are used to determine the parameters,

ai, the following results are obtained for thermal

fission of plutonium:

Form

Linear

Exponential (X)

Exponential (A)

Hyperbolic

Thus, by defining

0.22 0.23

0.23 0.24

0.24 0.26

0.23 0.25

the available excitationenergy,

Ca, with respect to the inner barrier, Ea, one finds

x(239PU,241PU)> X(233U 235
, U) which violates the

trend in the data or, at best, is marginal. If the

calculationsare repeated using the outer barrier,

~, in the expression for Eb the results are essen-

tially reversed and the inequalitybecomes

x(239PU,
241pu) < X(233U,235U)which agrees with the

trend in the data or, at worst, is marginal. The

outer barrier, Eb, is thereforepreferred. This

result, although based upon sparse data, Ls encour-

aging because it is generally believed that asymmet-

ric mess division is strongly coupled to the reflec-

tion asymmetric shape in the potential energy sur-

face at (and beyond) the outer barrier.20’21 The

inference,of course, is that the mass split is de-

cided at the outer barrier (or slightly beyond). If

this is the case, it is not unreasonable to suspect

that the pairing forces exert their influence upon

the even-odd character of the nascent fragmentswhen

the system has evolved to the outer barrier in the

energy surface.

Using the outer barrier in Eq. (6), calculations

of X values for the ENDF/B-V nuclidea listed in Table

V were attempted for each of the proposed functions.

The linear functionwas discardedbecause it yields

negative X values for E > -4 MeV when thermal and

fast fission 235 nU values from Table IV* are used to

determine the parameters al and a2. This problem

*
Note: The most trustworthydata of Table IV are
probablythosefor thermal and fast fiesion of 233u
and 235u.
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could be circumventedby calculatingonly thermal X

values and scaling the results according to the en-

ergy dependenceof the peak-to-valleyratio of the

mess distribution. The difficulty in this approach

is that this energy dependence is not well known for

most of the ENOF/B-V nuclides and even if it were,

it is not clear whether the results would be more

(or leas) realistic than the approach being used.

The exponential (X) function was rejected for the

same reason, that is, negative X values occur for

En > .5 WV. However, neither the exponential (W)

function nor the hyperbolic function display this

property for higher neutron energiee so that either

of these forms could be adopted. Of the two, the

hyperbolic functionwas chosen for the calculation

because it gives slightly better agreementwith the

fast fiseion data point for 232Th (see Table IV).

Having determinedhow the X (proton pairing)

values are to be calculated,the Y (neutronpairing)

values are extracted by a simple argument. As pre-

viously noted, the ratio Y/X is constant,within

quoted uncertainties,for the thermal and fast fis-

sion (X, Y) pairs reported in Table IV. It is

therefore assumed that Y is proportional to X, that

is, Y - ax. Using the recommended (X, Y) values for
235

U fission from Sec. I.C, (also in Table IV) one

finds a = 0.193 t 0.152, (235U thermal fission), and

a - 0.192 t 0.821, (235U fast fission).t The close

agreement for the two energies is perhaps fortui-

tous; neverthelesss,until more data become avail-

able it will be assumed that a la independentof

fissionablespecies as well as neutron energy and

that its value is 0.193 for all isobaric chains.

It is acknowledged that detail such as the onset of

second and third chance fission, or the energy de-

pendence of the prompt neutron distribution,may

well produce an energy and mess dependentU.

B. Calculationof Pairing Effects

Applying the conclusionsof Sec. 11.A, the X

values togetherwith their uncertainties,AX, are

calculatedby assuming a hyperbolic relationship

between X and the excitation energy of the compound

system relative to the outer fission barrier:

-t
The value of a would be larger if the reaulta of
Amiel and Feldsteingwere used (Table IV), but it
must be remembered that their quoted Y value (0.08)
refers to an analysis of the heavy maas peak alone.

(~+c)-k/X , (7)

where e is calculatedusing Table V values

for E*~nd <~> inEq. (6), and (kkAk),

(c t Ac) are determinedly using the recom-

mended X values obtained in the
235U themal

and fast fission data analysis [last column

of Table II (B) and Table III (B)], namely,

X (thermal)= 0.228 t 0.034, and

X (fast, 1.9 MsV) = 0.078 f 0.063, resulting in

k = 0.225 t 0.259, and

C = 0.182~ 0.789 .

The Y values are given by

Y = ax = (0.193 t

The uncertainties

0.152)x . (8)

in X and Y are given by

$.@)2+(.)2 . (lo)

Calculation were performed for all even-Z nu-

clidea listed in Table V for neutron energies of

0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 8.0, and 14.0 MeV. These

are 232Th,
233,234,235,236,238U and 238-242PU. me

,

resulting X and Y values, together with estimated

uncertainties,are tabulated in Table VI.

In Table VI, uncertaintiesin X and Y with the

positive sign were calculatedwith Eqs. (9) and (10),

respectively. Uncertaintieswith the negative sign

were calculated similarly or are the maximum possi-

ble uncertaintiessuch that the ranges in X and Y

never include negative values. This la consistent

with the definitionsof X and Y as pairing enhance-

ments (see discussionpreceding Eq. 1) and with the

defining equations for the Fi in which X and Y are

positive quantities [see Eq. (2)].

There are six nuclides in Table VI for which X

and Y valuea have not been tabulated at lower values

7



232m 234,236,238U
of the incident neutron energy ( * s
and 240,242PU)

—.

. ‘1’hiscomes about in the following

manner. Inspectionof Eqs. (6) and (7) indicate

that it is possible for X to approach an infinite

value wherever

(E* - )$) +En+ c+ O, where

all quantitieshave been previously

= (0.182 f 0.789) MeV. This occurs

(11)

defined and c

for a positive

value of the neutron energy, denoted by E (X + CO),

provided a negative value exists for (E“%). AS

Table V illustrates, (E* - <Eb>) iS negative for the

six nuclides lieted above. For these cases, the

value of En(X+ CO)is listed in Table VI. It ia

clear that X is negative for En < En(X + M). These

X values are unphysical and are thereforenot tabu-

lated in Table VI.

Large values of X, which are alao unphysical,

occur because Eq. (7) is singular in the quantity

(Eb + c). In the spirit of the model embodied by

Eqa. (6) and (7), a large value of X corresponds to

the situation in which the pairing influence is dom-

inant, that is, the energy associatedwith the even-

odd character of the mass split (or some function

of that energy) is large with respect to (Eb + c).

It is thereforeof interest to compare the En(X + CO)

values with the neutron fission thresholds,En

(threshold),because (eb + c) la smallest at thresh-

old. One finds that En (threshold)= En(X +-) f Ac

for five of the six caees (the thresholdenergies
22

are alao I.iatedin Table VI). Thus, in this ideal-

ized model one would expect the largest pairing ef-

fects in independentyields to appear at, or slight-

ly above, threshold.

Finally, for comparison to En (threshold)and

En(X + CO),the neutron energy at which the fission

cross section reaches one-half of the plateau value

for first chance fiseion
22

is also listed in Table

VI, and is denoted by En (one-halfplateau).

c. Conclusionsand Recommendations

A comparison of the pairing effects reported

in Table IV to the calculatedvalues in Table VI

follows (the
235

U thermal and fast fission data have

not been included because of their use in the calcu-

lation).

10 23~h (fast), The reported value is X

- 0.35 and the calculated value is X = 0.327.

8

.

,

.

?

2.
233

U (thermal). The average of the meas-

ured X values ie 0.198 and the calculatedvalue is

0.210.The measured value of Y is 0.08 and the cal-
t

culated value is 0.041.

3.
233U fast ,

The measured value is x-O.08

and the calculatedvalue, at 2 MeV, is X = 0.073.

4.
238

U (fast). The reported value is X -0.08

and the calculatedvalue, at 2 MeV, is X = 0.329.

5.
239

Pu (thermal). The average of the meas-

ured X values ia 0.121 and the calculatedvalue ia

0.171.

6.
241PU the-l .

The reported value ia X

- 0.09 and the calculatedvalue is X= 0.206.

7. 14-MeV Data. The two reported values are

x - 0 and the two calculatedvalues are X = 0.015.*

Although the agreement between the data and the

calculation is quite acceptable, a few remarka are

in order. First, a “meaaured”value from Table IV

is really an indirect measurementbased upon an as-

sessment of seta of independentyield data points

or, in some cases, is a reported eatimste. Second,

the phraae “average of measured values” from Table

IV means the average of the abaolute values. This

type of average has been used becauae of the various

ways in which x is defined (ace footnOtea to Table

IV). Third, although the uncertaintiesin the cal-

culated X and Y values have not been transferred

from Table VI to the above sumnary, they overlap the

“meaaured” Table IV value in every case. It should

be noted, however, that the magnitude of these un-

certaintiesis large due to the fact that only two

data points were used to determine the constants in

Eq. (7).

Calculationshave not been done for the
241~

+nand243Am +nsystems listed in Table V. Theee

are both odd-Z odd-N compound systems, hence, if one

considers formation of complementaryprimary frag-

ment pairs, Z must be odd in one fragment and even

i
The measured value of 0.08 ie due to an analysis
of the heavy mass peak alone9 while the calculated
value of 0.041 is based upon the entire mass range
in the 235u data analysis of Sec. I.

*
A realistic calculationof pairing effects at 14
MeV would account for second and third chance fis-
sion processes. In the present 14-MeV calculation
the agreement is due to the fact that the model
demands that pairing effects “waah out” with in-
creasing excitation energy.
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in the other. This is also true for the subsequent

complementaryprimary product pairs. The proton

pairing effect should therefore vanish as there ex-

ists only a single option in the even-odd character

of the charge division. This same argument could

be equally applied to the neutron pairing effect for

these two cases were it not for the effects of prompt

neutron emission at or before scisaion.

For compound systeme of an even-Z even-N char-

acter four even-odd options exist in the formation

of complementaryprimary fragment pairs. The four

options constitutetwo sets of equal and symmetric

options for protons and neutrons, separately. This

is the system which is most appropriate to the for-

malism of Eq. (2), hence, we place the most confi-

dence in Table VI values for the following four

cases: 233U+n, 235U+n, 239Pu+n, an~241Pu

+ n.

The remaining seven cases in ‘l’ableVI have even-

Z odd-N compound systems, thus two even-odd options

exist fn the formation of complementaryprimaryfrag-

ment pairs. These are two odd-Z fragments or two

even-Z fragmenta. Since the choices are with re-

spect to Z, the preceding comment holds for the

primary products as well. Thus, we have no reason

to suspect the X (proton pairing) values for these

seven cases. However, the Y (neutron pairing) val-

ues should probebly be consideredas upper limits

because an odd-N compound system allows only a sin-

gle option in the even-odd character of the division

of N for complementaryfragment pairs. How the mag-

nitude of Y might be modified by the time that the

fragments become products is not known for even-Z

odd-N compound eystems. Note, for example, that an

even-Z odd-N compound system becomes an even-Z even-

N compound system by the emission of a neutron at

the sc%sslon point.

In conclusion,a sample calculationof F factors

is presented, using X and Y values from Table VI.

Consider fast fission of 232Th at 2 MeV. From Table

VI ons finds X= 0,327 (+ 0.540, - 0.327) and y

= 0,063 (+ 0.116, - 0.063). Thus, with the use of

Eq. (2), one obtains

F1 (even-even)= 1 + 0.390

F2 (even-odd) = 1 + 0.264

F3 (odd-even) = 1 - 0.264

F4 (odd-odd) = 1 - 0.390

The estimated uncertainty in Fi is given by

AFi = t 4AX~ax+AY~x , forallio

In this example, AFi = f 0.552.

Use of these four F factors in

model then requires renormalization

chain yield.

the normal yield

to the mass
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TABLE I

INDEPENDENTYIELD DATA SUMMARY

Q2fQQ?! Light Msaa Peak Heavy Mass Peak Total

(A) Number and mesa range of 235U thermal fission independentyields.

#E-E
(range)

#E.-o
(range)

#*E
(range)

#o-o
(range)

10
(86-94)

10
(85-95)

13
(85-97)

12
(84-96)

13 23
(132-144)

14 24
(131-143)

11 24
(131-143)

12 24
(132-144)

(B) Number and mass range of 235U fast fission independentyields.

#E-E
(range)

#E-O
(range)

w-l%
(range)

#o-o
(range)

1
(92)

3
(87-91)

3
(89-91)

o
( o)

2 3
( 140 )

3 6
(139-141)

2 5
( 139 )

2 2
( 140 )

11



TAELE II

F FACTORS, X AND Y VALUES, FOR
235

U TEERMAL FISSION

Quantity Light Msaa Peak Heavy MSSS Peak Totala

(A) As determined from average deviations of the fractionalindependentyield from
the normal fractional independentyield.

‘1 1+ (.193 f .036) 1+ (.370 t .192) 1+ (.290 * .169)

‘2
1+ (.243 i .101) 1+ (.216 t .133) 1+ (.228 f .122)

‘3
1- (.219 f .125) 1- (.214 f .142) 1- (.217 t .133)

‘4
1- (.258f .124) 1- (.380f .164) 1- (.319 * .157)

x 0.228 t .052 0.295 f .080 0.264 t .145

Y - 0.003 ? .052 0.080 t .080 0.041t .145

F: 1+ (.217 t .078) 1+ (.293 t .182) 1+ (.260 t .151)

F; 1- (.237 f .126) 1 - (.305 t .161) 1- (.269 f .155)

(B) As determined from deviations of the aunmed independentyield from the summed
normal independentyield.

‘1 1+ (.202 t .032) 1+ (.303 t .042) 1+ (.266 t .029)

‘2
1+ (,206 f .040) 1+ (.156 t .054) 1+ (.176 k .036)

‘3
1- (.221 f .050) 1- (.172 t .052) 1- (.192* .037)

‘4
1- (.209 f .032) 1- (.318* .048) 1- (.277 t .032)

x 0.209 k .020 0.237 ? .025 0.228 f .034

Y - 0.016 k .020 0.073 t .025 0.044 ? .034

F: 1+ (.204 t .026) 1+ (.232 2 .034) 1+ (.221 t .032)

F: 1- (.215 f .030) 1 - (.247 ? .035) 1- (.234 ? .035)

()Fz 1 t (.209 t .028) 1 t (.239 t .034) 1 ~ (.228 t .033)

%certaintie; for X andY values in this colmm are givenby

Ax= AY =%~~llAFilinsteadof using Eq. (5). This is because
of averaging effecte over light and heavy mass peaks where the
X and Y values are noticeably different from one another.

.

t
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TABLE III

F FACTORS, X AND Y VALUES, FOR 235U FAST FISSION (--1.9MsV)

Quantity Light Mass Peak Heavy Mass Peak Totala

(A) As determined from average deviations of the fractional independentyield from
the normal fractional independentyield.

‘1 1- (.134 f .134) 1+ (.133 f .032) 1+ (.044 t .129)

‘2 1+ (.059 * .017) 1+ (.046 t .181) 1+ (.052 t .129)

‘3 1- (.lolt .039) 1- (.110 t .141) 1 - (.104 t .033)

‘4 insufficientdata 1- (.109 t .018) 1- (.109 t .018)

x 0.100 2 .046 0.078 ? .077

Y 0.021 f .046 -0.004? .077
F: 1+ (.081t .148) 1+ (.050t .102)

F=0 1- (.11O* .017) 1- (.106 2 .029)

(B) As determined from deviations of the summed independent yield from the stnmned
normal independentyield.

‘1 1- (.134 * .143) 1+ (.157 t .064) 1+ (.060 f .064)

‘2
1+ (.058 f .166) 1+ (.024 t .050) 1 + (.037 * .071)

‘3
1- (.064 f .079) 1- (.118 f .063) 1- (.089 * .052)

‘4
insufficientdata 1 - (.126 t .066) 1 - (.126 t .066)

x 0.106 t .031 0.078 ? .063

Y 0.035 t .031 0.015 ? .063

F; 1+ (.071 ? .040) 1+ (.045 t .067)

F= 1 - (.123 f..046) 1- (.103 k .062)
0

(Fz) 1 * (.097 * .043) 1 f (.074 t .064)

bncertaintief for X andY values in this column are givenby

AX= AY =%i~llAFil instead of using Eq. (5).
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONSOF TRE PAIRING INFLUENCE

system ~ Thermal

232~ +n
x

233U +n
x“

Y

235U + n

238U + ~

239
Pu+n

x

x

x

Y

x

x

x

Y

x

L+

1-+

---

0.21t 0.075=
0.08? 0.05C
0.081? 0.097d
0.369t 0.098d
0.158e

0.22? 0.054C
0.08k 0.05=
0.185* 0.073d
0.209k 0.044d
0.206e
0.228? 0.034f
0.044? o.034f

---

x -?o.09b

x I+ 0.030? o.095d- 0.341t 0.146d

x 1- 0.087e

+ 0.087e

x --t0.09b

UPON INDEPENDENTYIELD STRBNGTHS

Fasta 14 MeV

-t o.35b ---

-t 0.08b ---

--- ---

--- .Od

--- ---

2 0.08 ? 0.04= ---

--- -.

--- -Od

0.078 ? 0.063f

0.015 ? 0.063f

-i 0.08b

---

---

---

---

------

--- ---

--- ---

.

“The magnitude of the average “fast” fission neutron energy depends upon the particular reactor
used to make the yield measurements. It is manifestly evident that “fast” is an ill-defined
quantity when one considersnot only the measurement of yields, but also the use of yield models
baaed upon these measurements. It is clear that as yield models and yield measurementsbecome
more microscopic the broad classificationof “fast” neutrons will no longer be sufficient.

b
S. Amiel, Soreq Nuclear Research Centre, Yavne, Israel, personal ccmssunicetionto T. R. England,
October 1975. X values defined as in <Fz> - 1 (see Tables II and III).

‘S. Amiel and H. Feldstein.g X values defined as in cFz> - 1 (see Tables II and III). Y values
similarly defined.

~. A. C. Crouch.13 X values defined as in F~ - 1 and F~ - 1 [ace Eq. (3), Tablea II and 111].
This work assumed u = 0.60 and confined the independentyield data set to within 2 2 charge
units of z .P

‘A. R. deL. t4usgrove,J. L. Cook, and G. D. Trimble.14 X values defined aa in <Fz> - 1 except for
239Pu for wh ch F~ - 1 and F8 -

~
1 are used [see Tables II and 111, Eq. (3)]. In this work U(235U)

= 0.569, U(2 3U) = 0.582, and U(239PU) = 0.67.

f
Present work [sea last coltmms in Table 11 (B) and Table 111 (B)]. X and Y defined by Eq. (2).
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TABLE V

THERMAL FISSION EXCITATION ENERGIES AND FISSION
BARR2BRHEIGRTS FOR SOMS AC’TINTDENuCLEIa

<Ea>

Q!@
<Eb>

.Q!a

6.28 2 .20

5.95 * .25

5.65 k .30

5.74 t .20
5.95* .30
6.30t .30
5.35* .30
5.40* .20
(5.50)
5.39* .20
(5.60)
4.90i .20
4.80? .25

E*-<Eb>

-QE!Lm
232m +n

233U + ~

234V +n

235U+n
236U +n

238U +n

238PU ~n

239Pu+n
240PU + n

241PU+ ~

242PU + *

241h + n

243ti ● n

4.786

6.841

5.306

6.546

5.124

6.02 t .25

6.20 ? .25

6.10 ? .30

5.90 i’.20

6.35 t .30

-1.494 t .20

+0.891 t .25

-0.344 t .30

+0.806 ? .20

-0.826 t .30

-1.497 t .30

-U3.305t .30

+1.134 2 .20

-0.260 t -..3

+0.911 t .20

-0.563 t -..3

+0.628 i .20

+0.563 k .25

4.803

5.655

6.534

6.55 t .20

6.35 * .25

5.92 t .20

5.240

6.301

5.037

5.528

5.363

6.25 ? .20

5.?7 t .20

6.05 t .20

6.39 k .20

6.19 2 .20

aThese represent a large fraction of
Version V of ENDF/B; for brevity we
the text.

the important fissionablenuclides to be included %U
refer to these as ENDF/B-V nuclides in the body of

TABLE VI

CALCUI.ATEDX AND Y VALUES

En(MeV) x?AX

(A) 232Th +n

0.0 ---

---

---

+0.116
0“063-0.063

o 026+0.038
.

-0.026

0 006+0.009
.

-0.006

0 003H3.005
.

-0.003

0.5

1.0

2.0

---

0 327+0.540
.

-0.327

+0.166
o“~34-o.134

o 034+0.039
.

-0.034

3.0

8.0

14.0
0 018+0.020
.

-0.018
.

En(X+ CO)= 1.312 MeV

En(threshold)= 1.200 MeV

En(one-half plateau) = 1.25 MeV

15



(B) 233U +n

0.0

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

8.0

14.0

TAELE VI (continued)

o ~lot0.291
.

-0.210

0 ~43+0.181
.

-0.143

0 ~09U).132
.

-0.109

0 073+0.089
.

-0.073

0 055+0.065
.

-0.055

0 025t0.029.
-0.025

0 015+0.017
.

-0.015

(c) 234U +n

0.0 —-

0.5 0 666+1.831
.

-0.666 a

1.0 0 269+0.411
.

-0.269

2.0 0 ~23+o.1.52
.

-0.123

3.0 0 079+0.094.
-0.079

8.0
0 029+0.033
.

-0.029

14.0 0 016+0.019
.

-0.016

En(X+=) = 0.162 MeV

En(threshold)= 0.0014 MeV

En(one-half plateau) = 0.60 MeV

o 041+0.064
.

-0.041

0 028-I’0.041
.

-0.028

0 021to.030
.

-0.021

0 014to.020
.

-0.014

0 011+0.015
.

-0.011

0 005+0.007
. -0.005

0 003+0.004
.

-0.003

---

0 ~29+0.368
.

-0.129 a

-K3,089
‘“052-0.052

~ 024+0.035
.

-0.024

0 015+0.022
.

-0.015

0 006+0.008
.

-0.006

0 003+0.004
.

-0.003

kybe unrealisticallylarge.
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TABLE VI (continued)

(D)
235U +n

0.0 0.228 t 0.034a 0.044 * o.034a

0.5 0 ~51to.193 o 029to.044.
-0.151 .

-0.029

1.0 0 ~13t0.138 o 022+0.032.
-0.113

.
-0.022

2.0 0.078 * 0.063a 0.015 * 0.063a

3.0 0 056+0.066 o 011+0.015.
-0.056

.
-0.011

8.0 0 025+0.029 o 005+0.007.
-0.025

.
-0.005

14.0 0 015+0.017 o 003+0.004
.

-0.015 .
-0.003

~ata used to determine the parameters k and c.
See last column in Table 11 (B) and Table 111 (B).

(E)
236U + ~

0.0 --- ---

0.5 --- ---

1.0 0 632+1.666 o ~22+0.336.
-0.632 a

.
-0.122 a

2.0 0 ~66+0.217 o 032M.049
.

-0.166
.

-0.032

3.0 0 096+Q.13.5 ~ ~18+0.026.
-0.096

.
-0.018

8.0 0 031+0.035 o 006+0.008
.

-0.031 -0.006

14.0 0 017+0.020 o 003-IQ.005
.

-0.017
.

-0.003

En(X+ CO)= 0.644 MeV

En(threshold)= 0.600 MeV

En(one-half plateau) = 1.05 MeV

ky be unrealisticallylarge.
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TAELE VI (continued)

(F) 234J + n

0.0 --- ---

0.5 --- ---

1.0 --- ---

2.0
0 ~29+o.554 o 063+0.118.

-0.329
.

-0.063

3.0 0 ~34+o.168 o 026+0.038. -0.134 . -0.026

8.0 0 034+0.039 o 006+0.010. -0.034 . -0.006

14.0 0 018+0.020 o 003+0.005. -0.018 . -0.003

lln(X+=)= 1.315MeV

En(threshold)= 0.050 MeV

En(one-half plsteau) = 1.50 MeV

(G)
238PU+ ~

0.0

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

8.0

14.0

(H) 239Pu + n

0.0

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

8.0

14.0

0 462+0.962.
-0.462

0 228+0.327
.

-0.228

0 ~2+o.194
.

-0.152

0 091+0.109
.

-0.091

0 065t0.076
.

-0.065

0 026to.031
.

-a.026

0 016to.018
.

-0.016

0 ~71+0.223
.

-0.171

0 ~24+o.153
.

-0.124

0 097+0.117
.

-0.097

0 068+0.080
.

-0.068

0 052+0.061
.

-0.052

0 ~24+0.028
.

-0.024

0 015ta.017
.

-0.015

0 089+0.198
.

-0.089

0 044+0.072
.

-0.044

0 029+0.044
.

-0.029

0 018t0.025
.

-0.018

0 012+0.018
.

-0.012

0 005+0.007
.

-0.005

0 003+0.004
.

-0.003

0 033+0.050
.

-0.033

0 024+0.035
.

-0.024

0 019+0.027
.

-0.019

0 013+0.018
.

-0.013

0 010+0.014
.

-0.010

0 005+0.007
.

-0.005

0 oo3to.oo4
.

-0.003

*

.
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TAELE VI (continued)

(1) 240PU + n

0.0 .—

0.5 0 ~34+1.231.
-0.534 a

1.0 0 244+0.359.
-0.244

2.0 0 ~17+0.144.
-0.117

3.0 0 077+0.091.
-0.077

8.0 0 028+0.033.
-0.028

14.0 0 016-K3.019
.

-0.016

En(X * CO)= 0.078 MeV

En(threshold)= thermal

En(one-half plateau) = 0.68 MeV

>ybe unrealisticallylarge.

(J) 241PU+ ~

0.0 0 206+0.282.
-0.206

0.5 0 ~41+0.178
.

-0.141

1.0 0 ~08+0.131.
-0.108

2.0 0 073+0.086.
-0.073

3.0 0 055M.064
.

-0.055

8.0 0 025+0.029.
-0.025

14.0 0 015+0.017.
-0.015

---

0 ~03t0.251.
-0.103 a

o 047M.078.
-0.047

0 023+0.033.
-0.023

0 015+0.021.
-0.015

0 oo6t0.008.
-0.006

0 003+0.004.
-0.003

0 040+0.063.
-0.040

0 027+0.040.
-0.027

0 021+0.030.
-0.021

0 014to.020.
-0.014

0 011+0.015
.

-0.011

0 005+0.007.
-0.005

0 003+0.004.
-0.003
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TAELE VI (continued)

(K)
242

Pu+n
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